SUBJ Program Summary: Belgrade Radio 271400

Full Text Superzone of Message

1. [Reception: fair]

2. headlines.

3. milorad denda report on final day of cosic visit to Italy; luncheon with journalist frescobaldi; meeting with a bishop; interviews to rai, ansa; talks with spadolini open; cosic’s advisor stojanovic has talks in vatican; stojanovic hopes for peace at xmas (ansa processed);

4. slobodan jankovic report from geneva on possible draft bosnian constitution not presented yet; ekhardt news conference on the model, novelties in it; number of regions still to be set up; the draft fails to recognize territories gained, ekhardt says; vance, own visit planned (processing);

5. interest in planned panic, vance, own visit to kosovo great; details not known; bujkku on Albanian side knowledge about plans; to include talks with berisha (tan dom);

6. radical party plans demos in kosovo (tan dom);

7. karadzic tells srna on geneva agreement, commenting new document;

8. hadzic on krajina plans to reopen the road section under certain conditions (tan dom);

9. tanjug learns on planned meeting of two krajinas, to adopt resolution;

10. unprofor hq issues statement on clashes between two sides in pink zones; want hadzic, martic to openly say they will not recognize unsc document (tan dom);

11. morillon gives interview to asahi shimbun on unprofor treatment in sarajevo;

12. risto djogo report on relative calm night in sarajevo; only snipers (ed report);

13. milovic report on clashes in lim, drina region; rudo schools closed down (ed report);

14. pantovic from bihac on ufos, not real ones in the kupres region (ed report);

15. correspondent mihovic on report on cease-fire in trebinje holding (ed report);

16. serb commune of mostar war hq calls on serb refugees to come back to fight (tan dom);

17. zagreb paper on muslim, croatian clash in trebinje;

18. ny times carries interview with kusturica on sarajevo;

19. zorica pantelic report on serb assembly having adopted amendments to constitutional law; speaker on this meaning continuity in the work; brief debate in which some express doubts about the document; rec excerpts of deputies statements; bozovic calls on deputies to accept the proposal; jvanovic says a body will be formed to help foreign observers work (tan dom);

20. zoran vaskovic on news conference by bakocevic on elections, remaining regulations to be adopted; elections then to be planned for 20 dec;
20. Pantovic report on assembly continuing debate on agriculture; news conferences by SDP;
21. Protic, Stajic report on federal assembly committees discussing finances, government suggests budget reshuffle; Finance Minister speaks on the changes; deputies ask about Republican, federal budgets differences; changes in turnover tax; Ctte for Economic relations with foreign countries discuss the law on these relations (Tan Dom);
22. Milosevic receives delegation of Greek-Serbian friendship association; talks on efforts to solve the crisis in a peaceful way (Tan Dom);
23. Yeltsin suggests that opposition group be dissolved as unlawful, dangerous;
24. Russian historian Afanasiyev says Gorbachev wants power;
25. Panic addresses Belgrade businessmen on plans about economic situation, sanctions to be lifted soon; why restrictive program;
26. Federal electoral commission asks of Serbian TV director to resign; media must be relieved of control (Tan Dom);
27. Metal workers tu send letter to Bozovic;
28. Belgrade bank to pay German marks to its savers;
29. Depos' Radic, spo's Kovacevic, Seselj on decision on elections; Ds still not decided; SDP's Mirkovic on UNTS; others (Tan Dom);
30. Report on National Front of Yugoslavia news conference on need for elections;
31. Elizabeta Pusnik report on Cacak church 800th anniversary marked in Belgrade;
32. Vukovic report on a library opened in Sutivan, near Bijelo Polje;
33. Sports
34. Romanian foreign ministry on Western countries' plans to ban Romanian soccer supporters from attending games;
35. Weather (46 mins) 271014 271400 27/1545z oct BT #0383 NNNN